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stands for "synchronization" in japanese, and plays during the
fights between ichigo and his opponents after he's been
injured. the song's use in the anime is arguably the most
important part of the series, since it was the first time ichigo
had been truly hurt, and by extension, had been forced to
draw out his fullbring. in the manga, it's his first fight against
kenpachi zaraki. it's the moment that first reveals the depth of
ichigo's power. kuchiki rukia's rock music plays when she's
fighting against urahara during his fight against aizen. it's a
sort of victory song that expresses the strength and
determination that each fighter has to endure such a battle. in
the anime, it's also the same song that plays during the fight
between rukia and aizen, despite the fact that it's been around
for six years by that point. it's a recurring theme in the bleach
series. a fast-paced battle song that plays during ichigo and
shunsui's first fight against aizen. it's all about ichigo's
overconfidence in his own abilities, his determination to win
and fight regardless of his injury. it's also the first time that
ichigo ever gets to fight against someone with more
experience and power than him, something that helps him to
realize that he needs to learn how to fight. played when ichigo
and shunsui fight against aizen for the first time. it was the
first time they met, ichigo was injured, and he didn't trust
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himself to fight, which he tried to get over by fighting with a
renewed determination. another theme in this fight is the
contrast between their powers, since although aizen has the
strongest and more experienced bankai, he couldn't even beat
shunsui's. this song shows just how strong and powerful ichigo
and shunsui really are, and how strong their friendship is.
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bleach is a shounen (boy) love/romance manga written and
illustrated by bleach manga artist tite kubo. the manga started

in weekly shounen jump magazine in august 2002. bleach
started airing in japan on april 7, 2001. it was adapted into an

anime television series produced by studio pierrot. bleach
follows a high school boy named ichigo kurosaki, who lives in

the fictional city of karakura town. his friendship with his
classmate, rukia kuchiki, a childhood friend of rukia's, provides
the plot of the series. ichigo is a soul reaper, a spiritual being
that fights monsters in order to protect others. the series has
received a great deal of media attention, and has become one

of the most popular and successful anime and manga
franchises of all time. in 2004, the series was adapted into an
english-language version of the manga, and the anime version
was also dubbed into english, with viz media publishing both

versions. in 2006, a film adaptation of the first story arc of the
manga, titled bleach - a bleach movie: memories of

nothingness, was released theatrically in japan. the film was
received negatively by critics, but was a success at the box
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office. a second film, bleach - a bleach movie: the diamond
dust rebellion, was released theatrically in japan in 2007.

bleach was adapted into a video game in 2002, as well as a
live-action television series in japan that ran from january to
may 2004. the anime adaptation has also spawned two video
game adaptations: the bleach: shattered blade game in 2005

and a remake for the playstation portable titled bleach:
memories of nobody in 2006. the manga was licensed for an
english-language release in north america by viz media, with

the first volume being released on september 29, 2004. a
sequel to the original manga, titled bleach: the blade of fate,
began serialization in the second volume of the viz edition of

the original series. the main story arc of bleach has been
adapted into a series of light novels. an art book, bleach: a
tribute to an animated gem, was published in 2004. bleach
was nominated for the 2004 newcomer of the year award at
the anime news network anime awards. the manga won best
shounen manga at the shogakukan manga awards in 2003.
bleach was also nominated for best shounen manga at the
shogakukan manga awards in 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007.
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